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a sea of sensations

The bend formed by the Bay of Biscay, between the Cantabria and BasqueFrench coasts, protects the region of Bidasoa, formed by the towns of Irun
and Hondarribia, which offer in a small territory the opportunity to explore
in depth the identity and traditions of the Basque Country, combined with a
magnificent landscape at the foot of the Pyrenees. Bathed by the mouth of
the Bidasoa river, which in acting as a frontier line has filled both towns with
transcendental historic events still present in its monuments, the region combines, as few places in Europe do, the mature flavour of the ancient customs
with the comforts offered by modern technology, so it enjoys a high quality
of life. This way, the sea and the mountains enclose a privileged and quiet
area, where nature, history and gastronomy join in harmony to be part of a
complete commercial and business selection, which, thanks to its excellent
communications, allow the visitor to travel to San Sebastián, Pamplona, Biarritz or Bilbao in a few minutes.
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bidasoa region
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a sea of sensations

excellent communications
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The Bidasoa region, halfway between the Iberian peninsula and the rest of Europe, has one of the most
complete networks of transportation in the Basque Country, as is shown by the Irun station, obligatory
stop for trains that run between Madrid and Paris, or the Hondarribia airport, which connects daily
with Barcelona and Madrid. Added to this is the A-63 and A-8, which directly come out onto this strategic place, and the sporting ports of Hondarribia and nearby Hendaia, whose modern installations offer
1,400 moorings for the sailors that travel along the Atlantic coast and look for a docking point with easy
access and that is protected from storms, thanks to the natural screen made by the Jaizkibel mountain.

region without frontiers
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excellent communications

discovering hondarribia

hondarribia
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Hondarribia

is a place to leave stress behind and let time go by while on a
terrace at the Plaza de Armas, in the historical centre of town, or in San Pedro
street, in the Marina quarter. It is a pleasure to observe the atmosphere on the
street as one samples some pinchos or feels the warm sun rays that light the town.
It is an invitation to forget about time and walk around the historic quarter, to
enjoy the terraces and quiet corners that recount the city’s history. It is time to
forget about clocks, to walk along its marine-flavoured streets, or to let oneself
go among the architecture of its medieval streets and listen to the city’s history
through the silence of its walls.

Historical background of Hondarribia.

“

“

The prehistoric sites found on mount Jaizkibel and its
surroundings confirm that Hondarribia was populated over 5,000 years ago. The first foundation was Roman, as proved
by the remains found in the city and the existence of the Roman port or anchorage of Asturiaga, under the lighthouse, in
Erdikopunta. The first fortifications are attributed to the Goth king Wamba (7th century). In 1203, Alfonso VIII of Castile
granted Hondarribia with the founding “Charter” and the title of “Villa” (town). From that moment, the city enjoys notable
privileges granted by the Castilian monarchies. Although there is no written proof, linguistics allows us to state that the city’s
original name was HONDARRIBIA (meaning “sand ford”). Because of its condition as a frontier marine port, the fortification
of Hondarribia was built and successive kings granted privileges in order to encourage its inhabitants into its defence against
pirates and French invasion. However, it also lead to its prominence in the wars against France, the first of which is known in
1280, resulting sometimes victorious and others defeated and plundered, as in the siege of 1894. Its most important victory
was in 1638, at the end of the Thirty Years’ War. This victory, which is commemorated each year on 8 September, was attributed to the Virgin of Guadalupe, patron saint of Hondarribia. The Virgin of Guadalupe is located in a Hermitage with that
name on the slopes of mount Jaizkibel. The Hermitage of Guadalupe appears in some documents from 1526. In its interior,
there are two lateral altarpieces of very late Renaissance style and the main altarpiece is of the Baroque.

hondarribia
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cultural heritage

hondarribia

maritime tradition
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Hondarribia, maritime city. Hondarribia is a town with a fishing tradition, and in which this sector still occupies an important part of the daily routine, along with the family-type agriculture. This is shown in the town’s gastronomic offer, which is ample
and varied. In 1361, the “Cofradía de Mareantes de San Pedro” (Fishermen Association of San Pedro) is born, although there was
plenty of fishing activity in the town. The first historical data shows the fishermen as pioneers in the art of whale hunting. This has
been reflected in the lives of our fishermen. Nowadays, the customs and traditions are maintained in all the celebrations.

Barrio de la Marina. (Marina quarter). The streets of San Pedro, Santiago and

maritime tradition

hondarribia

Santa María Magdalena conserve many typical fishermen houses, of great beauty. The
Marina quarter has been declared a Historic
and Artistic Monument. The Hermanandad
de pescadores (Brotherhood of fishermen),
old headquarters for the Fishermen Association of San Pedro, is located on Zuloaga
street.
The new Itsas Etxea concert hall in Matxin de
Artzu street next to the Navy church is especially notable.
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medieval city
“Hondarribia is a place to enjoy its various offers, as a tourist city, as a workplace for company
meetings, with a past full of history to which its walls bear witness, as one of the most beautiful
cities of the Cantabrian coast, as a modern city, well cared for, kind and friendly. To enjoy the
city, the mountain, the beach, walking, savouring its exquisite gastronomy in restaurants and bars,
resting in its charming hotels, observing the sea and its men, and from its countryside, walking: to
enjoy life. Hondarribia offers a wide range of possibilities for your vacations, a weekend and even
company meetings. Briefly explore its history, from the first historical data to the present. Its traditions, its past as a fortified town, its tourism resources, its gastronomy, its fishing and farming
sector.”
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puerta de santa maria (santa maria gate).- It is one of the two main entrances into the City. It was made up of various elements, such as a drawbridge,
guard corps and even a chapel. The only thing left is this simple arch that on
the interior still conserves the door’s hinges. Over the arch is the City’s coat of
arms, from 1694. To the left, the Cubo de Santa María (Santa Maria Turret) from
the 16th century.
calle mayor.-The eaves of its houses overhang, some of them are double and
others single, with the carved corbels, cast-iron balconies and coat of arms. Observe the houses at nº 26, 24 and 22. Casa Consistorial (local government), nº
20, of baroque style (1735); the Casa de Casadevante, nº 5, where the terms
of the truce to the 1638 Siege were negotiated; The Casa Zuloaga, nº 8, noble
house of the Torre-Alta count, where the Historical Archive and Municipal Library are located; Casa Iriarte (entrance through the street Tiendas nº 2), striking because of the framework of its façades, the wood modillions and its beams.
The Casa Ladrón de Guevara, nº 2, whose façades are of vitrified blue brick,
unique in its style.
iglesia parroquial (parish church).- Iglesia Parroquial de Santa María de la
Asunción y de Manzano, built on the fragments of ancient walls and in substitution of a previous Romanesque church. It is Gothic in style, with Renaissance
additions, built in the 15th and 16th centuries. The bell tower, baroque, built in
the 18th century, was work of Francisco Ibero. On the north side is the temple’s
most ancient part, of fine Gothic style, with a beautiful façade with an ogee
arch. To the left is the City’s original coat of arms. Continuing the walk, we reach
the Brecha (Avenida de Javier Ugarte) from which we can observe a beautiful
view of the Txingudi Bay. At our backs are the rooms of the Parador, which were
the former rooms of the palace-castle.

To the side and reaching the lower highway are the remains of the Baluarte de
Santiago (Santiago’s Bastion) (16th century).
plaza de armas.- It served the garrison for exercising with weapons and the
City for proclamations, receptions, bullfights and other popular celebrations.
calle san nicolás.- Street with narrow and deep houses, The ground floor is
made of ashlar stone blocks with a lintelled door and window. Single or double
eaves. Observe house nº 5 from 1757, house nº 13 from 1665 and the Casa
Mugarretenea (nº 2).
castillo carlos v (charles v castle).- Its original construction is attributed
to Sancho Abarca de Navarra, its extension and fortification in 1190 to another
king from Navarra, Sancho el Sabio (Sancho the Wise). The sober façade corresponds to the period of Charles V. It was both castle and palace at the same
time. It had six floors with rooms for the troops, warehouses, ammunition and
powder depots, dungeons and stables. In 1968 it was fitted out as a Tourist
Parador.
calle juan de laborda.- Here one can find the ancestral home of the Eguiluz,
where, according to tradition, Joanna the Mad (Juana la Loca), daughter of the
Catholic Monarchs, and Philip the Handsome (Felipe el Hermoso) stayed when
they were going from Brussels to Toledo to be proclaimed crowned princes and
stopped three days in Hondarribia (1502).
plaza gipuzkoa.- It was recently constructed and has a beautiful appearance.
It has some art galleries, and here is where the various outdoors cultural events
are celebrated.
polvorín (powder magazine).- It is one of the City’s warehouses for gunpowder. It was built in the 17th century and the structure has an ashlar stone
vault.

calle del sol.- It conserves its original design, with the narrow and deep noble
houses, separated by fire-preventing walls.
calle pampinot.- A street with interesting houses, ground floors of ashlar
stone blocks with lintelled spaces. The upper floors grow on top of the walls.
The Casa Rameri, nº 146, stands out, and is the headquarters for the “Asociación de Amigos de la Historia de Hondarribia” (Association of Friends of the
History of Hondarribia) and future City museum.
calle de las tiendas.- It is one of the most typical streets in the City. Its name
evokes times of professions. There are also two other streets called Carnicería
(Butcher’s shop) and Platería (Silversmith’s shop).
calle del obispo.- It is one of the most ancient streets. At the back is the Casa
Palencia, also called Echevestenea, of medieval origins. Here, Cristobal Rojas y
Sandoval was born in 1502. He followed an ecclesiastical career, becoming archbishop of Seville. He was chaplain to Charles V and protector of Saint Teresa.
He is buried in the Colegiata (collegiate church) of Lerma (Burgos). The city of
Hondarribia built a statue in front of his home in the plaza that carries his name.
baluarte de san felipe (saint philip’s bastion).- It was the last one built
(17th century). In the 17th century a casino was built in its interior, which is now
the Residential Home for the Elderly, known as Kasino Zaharra.
recorrido por el exterior.- By touring the exterior we can observe the set
of walls, moats, bastions, bridge and ravelin of Saint Nicholas, countermine gallery and the marks of the numerous impacts suffered during the many attacks.
On the east side, next to the ruins of the walls and in the moats, beautiful gard
grew, planned by the mayor, Francisco de Sagarzazu.

medieval city

hondarribia

baluarte de leyva (leyva bastion).- It was built in the 16th century and it
is one of the few that conserves its original design along with its countermines
gallery.
puerta de san nicolás (saint nicholas gate).- The exterior gate is from the
16th century, it had a bridge that could be partially drawn while the other part
was solid in order to cover the distance between the gate and the moat. The
footbridge has been recently renovated, making it today one of the most practical accesses to enter the ancient burg. At the back is Saint Nicholas’ ravelin,
outwork that defended the gate, recently renovated. The interior gate, remains
from a previous gate, Gothic, is part of the City’s medieval wall. This is where
the street of San Nicolás ends, which comes down from the Plaza de Armas.
baluarte de la reina (queen’s bastion).- Its strategic location made it suffer intense attacks in the various places. Built in the 16th century, it was partly
renovated under the direction of M. Manzano Monís, architect. In the avenue
called Murrua we can see the thickness of the walls.
muralla medieval.- It is the visible remains of the wall that surrounded the
City in the Middle Ages, built in limestone masonry. The medieval wall is present
in the whole perimeter, but is hidden by the present constructions.
frantsez putzua.- It is a well, called “of the French”, whose construction
goes back to the 16th century. The walled, and often besieged, City had a great
number of public and private wells. Its depth is of 15 meters and it always has
water, even during ebb tide.
calle ubilla.- On this street can be highlighted the building, in ruins, that belongs to the family of Antonio de Ubilla, who was the first Marquis of Rivas, born
in Hondarribia. Also observe house nº 4 with the coat of arms of the Arsu family.
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discovering irun

irun
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Irun,

full of history and military incidents because of its condition
as a frontier with France, the city, located between the Bidasoa river
and the massif of Aiako Harria, offers and extraordinary atmosphere of
landscape and culture, with all the necessary resources to enjoy sports,
leisure, rest or the gastronomy. Today it is an important junction for communications with Europe and stands out because of the relevance of
its commerce and of Oiasso, the most important archaeological event in
Guipuzkoa at the end of the 20th century.

“

“

Historical background of Irun. Under the name of OIASSO, Irun was an important Roman port in the
1st and 2nd centuries A.D. During these centuries, the main roads converged in Irun, which acted as a bridge between the
Peninsula and Europe. The first reference about Irun was the Royal Charter granted to Hondarribia by Alfonso VIII of Castile
(1203). From that moment, and until its independence (February 1766) granted by Charles III, the University of Irun-Uranzu
depended on Hondarribia for civil and criminal matters and had various lawsuits against it. Because of the strategic location
of the University, the town suffered many attacks from adjacent kingdoms, always ready to face the enemy; this is where
the motto from its coat of arms comes from, “VIGILANTE CUSTOS”. In 1512, there is a war in order to conquer Navarra.
Ferdinand the Catholic ordered the construction of the Gaztelu Zahar Castle in order to face up to France. A memorable
event was the victory of 30 July 1522 in the battle of San Marcial. In 1659 the Peace of the Pyrenees was signed, in Pheasant Island, with the marriage of Infanta Maria Teresa and Louis XIV, king of France. The second battle of San Marcial in 1813
ended the War of Independence. The troops led by the duke of Wellington expelled Napoleon’s troops from Spain. In the
middle of the 19th century, the urban expansion reaches the estuary’s banks. In 1936, the city reaches its definitive design.

cultural heritage

irun

the san juan harria column and city hall can be considered as a
single architectural set. The column was built in 1564. Over the course of
time it has become a symbol of the separate and independent personality
of Irun, although it is believed that at the time it was built to commemorate the bravery of the inhabitants of Irun while defending the town from
the French invaders.
church of juncal, its construction started in 1508, and was not finished
until 1606. The long duration of the construction work determined the
different styles: late Gothic and Basque Gothic. On the exterior it is a mass
of ashlar stone blocks, without ornamentation, except for the baroque
façade from the 17th century. Presiding the altarpiece is a Romanesque
image of the Virgin of Juncal, which is the most ancient known in Gipuzkoa. In 1973 it was declared a National Historic and Artistic Monument.
la ermita de san marcial (san marcial hermitage). Beltrán de
la Cueva, general of Gipuzkoa, decided to build a hermitage on mount
Aldabe in order to commemorate the victory over the French in the battle
of 30 June 1522. The original hermitage was destroyed in a fire in 1796,
and was rebuilt in 1804, when the new image was installed. There is a
viewpoint next to the hermitage from which one can appreciate a great
view of the Bay of Txingudi.
la ermita de santa elena (santa elena hermitage). Located near
the old quarter, it is also known by the name Ama Xantalen. Its great importance lies in the fact that it was a place of worship for 20 centuries
and in the existence of archaeological remains. The thing that stands out
the most is, possibly, an “in antis” Roman temple from the 1st century,
as well as remains from a native necropolis. On the other hand, in it the
only church from the 10th century located in Gipuzkoa. The present hermitage, possibly from the 14th century, has been turned into a museum
where one can observe part of the archaeological remains found. Nearby
is a public fountain with the same name, constructed in stone and with a
barrel vault roof. It is baroque in style.
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irun

cultural heritage
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arbeaitz palace. Located on Calle de la Iglesia, it is a noble house
that owes its importance to the Arbelaitz lineage and to the people
that stayed there (Henry III of France, Catherine de’ Medici, Charles
IV, Catherine of Braganza, Philip V, Charles X of France, etc.). After the
fire caused by the war of 1936, it was rebuilt and the appearance it
has today is that of a house with rectangular floor, all constructed with
ashlar stone blocks. It was declared a Provincial Historic and Artistic
Monument on February 1964.
urdanibia palace. Declared a Historic and Artistic Monument of
the province, it was built in 1612 by an Italian architect on request
from Sebastián de Urdanibia in the same place where there had been
a tower house. This Renaissance-style building has a façade of ashlar
stone blocks, two coats of arms, one of them of the Aranzate house, On
the coats of arms there is a tower in flames, in memory of the victory
achieved by the citizens of Gipuzkoa in 1476 over the French. During
this battle, the French took refuge in the tower of Aranzate (not in the
one existing today) and the owner of the tower, Pedro de Urdanibia, lit
the fire, killing 120 soldiers.
pheasant island (isla de los faisanes). Formerly belonging to
Hondarribia, today the island is shared by Irun and Hendaye and its
care alternates between the two councils every six months. Its area
has now been stabilised at 2,000 square metres thanks to the erosion
protection works. The most important of the many historical events
taking place here was the signing of the Treaty of the Pyrenees in
1659. There have also been exchanges of hostages, receptions for
marriageable princesses, etc.

Streets full of shop windows

commercial city

irun

This Bidasoa town presents diverse hotel and catering, commercial and exhibition activities, led by
the modern Feria Internacional de la Costa Vasca
(FICOBA) (International Basque Coast Fair). Also,
our streets have the honour of holding nearly 1,300
stores with a diverse and great quality offer, which
makes shopping in this city an excellent option for
leisure, given the convenience of its accesses and
the short distances which can be travelled on foot.
Likewise, art lovers can enjoy the spectacular tradition in the paintings and sculpture, which go back
to the beginnings of the 20th century, when the
impressionist painter, Darío de Regoyos, settled in
Irun and captured in his canvases beautiful corners
of the Bidasoa bay, as did Vázquez Díaz and the
sculptor Jorge Oteiza, who created a large part of
his work in his house-workshop in Irun.
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irun

roman city
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The excellent natural conditions of the earth bathed by the Bidasoa, along with its location, have been a focus
point for kings, emperors and distinguished people from time immemorial. From the 1st century B.C. to the
3rd century A.D., the Roman empire settled in these lands, with the foundation of the city of Oiasso, one of
the most important in the Atlantic arc, the traces of which still survive in the various remains found, among
which stand out the port that appeared in the street Santiago of Irun and the thermal baths, behind the present
Oiasso Roman Museum, which gathers all these remains found in the region. The Oiasso Museum of Irun in
an archaeological museum that collects remains from the Roman period found around the city of Oiasso,
with a mission of informing about the area’s archaeological heritage and becoming the point of reference for
knowledge and dissemination of the Roman period in the Bay of Biscay. The Museum offers the opportunity
to discover Oiasso in an entertaining way, through the different spaces that are focused on the impact of the
Roman world on the native society, the archaeological find of the port and life in the city during the 1st and
2nd centuries of our era. The visitors also have the opportunity of assisting guided tours on a Roman route. A
cultural route that will bring them closer to its important heritage. The route included in this itinerary starts at
the Oiasso Museum and continues to Sarasate and Beraun, and then goes to Avenida de Salis and Calle Santiago. It reaches Dunboa and from there one can access Calle Uranzu and Plaza de Urdanibia. Make a stop in
the route to visit the Ermita de Santa Elena (Santa Elena Hermitage), where a cemetery from the Roman period
was discovered, with distinguished buildings and over a hundred cremation urns.

a treasure of history
Oiasso Roman Museum
Telf: 943 63 93 53
www.oiasso.com

Mine train.
Adventure in the interior of the Irugurutzeta mine
Leaving the museum we proceed to the Irugurutzeta mines, visiting the silos, kilns and the interior of the mine.
Roman train.
Trip on a green train: the Roman city and the Santa Elena chapel
The train will be waiting next to the museum to start off on this journey through the streets of Irun to introduce you to the way
they looked in ancient times.

ciudad romana

irun

Itinerario
1 Calle Sarasate
2 Av. Salís
3 Calle Santiago
4 Dumboa
5 Uranzu
6 Calle Prudencia
Arbide
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gastronomy:variety and quality
Cuisine with a Basque soul and the best seasonal products. Cooking is a passion of the

Basques, so anyone who wants to enjoy the most innovative and delicious dishes will find in this space a complete offer of restaurants with high marks from gastronomy guides as well as a varied sample of popular ciderhouses. A walk around the region
opens up the appetite. There is nothing better than enjoying good company and a good table with an extensive menu: meats, fish,
vegetables and exquisite desserts, all this elaborated with seasonal products. Each season offers new flavours that are carefully
elaborated on the restaurants’ burners. The offer is varied and we can find from homemade dishes to the most innovative offers of
nouvelle cuisine. The counters of bars are also tempting to see and to taste, with the succulent pinchos (appetizers) complemented
with a generous glass of txacolí (sparkling white wine).
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signature
cuisine

ingredient
orient cuisine

sidrerías
(ciderhouses)

gastronomic
societes

Pintxos/Pinchos
(appetizers)

The art of cooking has evolved
into a new high-quality cuisine with the objective of
maintaining the flavours of
a fresh, natural and quality
product, handled as it should
be. True artists of the burners collaborate in conserving
and recovering old recipes and
give a new air to the cuisine,
re-evaluating and innovating
dishes of humble origins. True
gastronomy temples ready to
satisfy the most refined palate.

If there is one thing that has
always characterized Bidasoa
cuisine, it is the quality of its
products, result of the maritime culture of its population.
Fish and seafood are present
in every restaurant, which
will be accompanied by products from the soil and the
best meat in the surrounding
area. Correctly combining the
products from the sea and
the earth has been a task that
men and women from Bidasoa perform with wisdom.

Another gastronomy “ritual”
that is very popular in the Bidasoa region is the “sidrería”.
In these establishments,
which begin the season in
January, one takes a moment between bites in order
to drink the cider directly
from the “Kupela” or barrel.
Codfish Spanish omelette,
codfish with peppers, a succulent steak and for dessert
cheese, nuts and quince. All
accompanied by a unique environment that will make you
repeat the experience.

In the historical quarters
of Irun and Hondarribia is
where the great majority of
societies and associations are
found. These are true gastronomic sanctuaries that are
made up by members that
use them to gather for lunches and dinners, cooking for
themselves. The members
are usually men, although
women used to be forbidden access to the society,
now they are allowed to sit at
the tables, but not enter the
kitchen.

In order to open up your appetite before a good meal,
Irun and Hondarribia offer
you the typical pintxos that
cover the counters in the
bars like a multicoloured
carpet. Signature cuisine has
become the main protagonist
on the most diverse and suggestive counters, respecting
the product’s primary flavour
and with an elegant setting.
Pintxos are miniature delights from which it is always
difficult to choose the first,
and even harder, the last.

The Bidasoa region offers the visitor various forms of lodging with a wide offer of hotels, inns and
apartments spread throughout the city. There are also two camping grounds, two hostels and many
country and agritourism houses that allow one to enjoy an environment made to fit the visitor’s needs,
full of green areas and without crowds at any time of the year, Waking up in the Middle Ages, enjoying
a day of shopping, going into the Roman past, hiking, enjoying a pleasant conversation with the pilgrim
that continues on the Way of Saint James, discovering a corner to enjoy bird watching is not difficult is
you stay in our region.

don’t be the last

accommodations to suit your needs
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exuberant nature

Talaia Footpath
Talaia takes over the route through the Labourd which, without turning its back on the
sea, reaches Hendaye. Thus the journey starts
in nearby Hondarribia, and after touring the
Gipuzkoa coastline, finishes in Saturraran. The
first stage is: Hondarribia - Pasai Donibane.
This is a tour of approximately 22 kilometres
connecting the two towns. In addition to the
traditional maritime atmosphere of the fishing
villages marking the beginning and end of the
stage, the path allows us to discover the main
features of Mount Jaizkibel. It is also an ideal
way to approach the still living traces of historical events and activities taking place over the
centuries.
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Old trades, civil wars, border deployment, naval progress and other curiosities mingle with
streams, meadows and jutting capes of the
northern seaboard. At the end of the day this
is a tour that displays the natural and cultural
heritage of the Gipuzkoa coast.

Mount Jaizkibel,
key component of the
Bidasoa landscape...
It is a key component of the landscape. It
is parallel to the coast, so the drops to the
sea are very abrupt on the west side, with
cliffs over 240 m high. The eastern part
of the mountain is less abrupt and there
are small coves and ravines beginning in
streams until reaching the Bay of Biscay.
In these areas there are species of flora
rarely found in the rest of Europe, such
as some tropical ferns. Some colonies of
gulls, both the Lesser Black-backed gulls
and the Yellow-legged gulls, have their
nests in the cliffs of Jaizkibel, Other marine
birds, some of them very rare, such as the
Wilson’s storm-petrel, can also be found in
this environment, along with reptile species as interesting as that of the Iberian
Emerald lizard or the Green Whip Snake.

colour

route/distance

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
K

6.200m
4.580m
12.700m
6.900m
7.430m
6.050m
6.350m
6.730m
10.700m
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jaizkibel paths

txingudi marshes

Plaiaundi and Jaizubia,
recovered
marshes...
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The ecologic park of Plaiaubia-Jaizubia is one
of the most appropriate marsh enclaves in Europe to observe some of the 312 bird species
detected in the area, 60% of those that can be
seen in the Iberian Peninsula. The abundant
number of bird species in the wetland is based
on the fact that the region is located in one of
the main bird migratory paths in the continent,
therefore many species rest in the park’s lagoons. The Plaiaundi and Jaizubia marshes are
recovered marshes, previously very degraded
by human use. In these itineraries all the habitats are visited: fresh water pools, meadows,
wooded areas, lagoons,...In these pedestrian
routes, suitable for everyone, we will find explanatory panels, stands and towers that will
facilitate the observation of the wildlife and
the landscape.

Txingudi Marshes
Tel: 943 619389
www.euskadi.net/txingudi

JAITZUBIA
PLAYAUNDI
PLAYAUNDI

herbaceous areas
woodesd and bushy areas
ria bed
wetland of tidal influence
freshwater wetland
constructions and
urban areas

main
itinerary
secondary
itinerary
way of
saint james
TXINGUDI EKOETXEA (Plaiaundi)
interpretation center
observatories and panoramic towers
information point
Jaizubia marshes

Aiako Harria,
along with Jaizkibel,
is a good limit...
Among the mountains of the Basque Autonomous Community, the massif of Aiako
Harria has the peculiarity of being the final
axis of the Pyrenees, since it is located at its
foothills, on the eastern end of Gipuzkoa.
We will not find plutonic rocks again towards
the west, once we head away from the area
of influence of Aiako Harria. Therefore, we
are talking about a geological uniqueness. It
is the terrain where the oldest materials of
the Basque Country appear, since they date
from the Palaeozoic Era. The natural park of
Aiako Harria, the only Basque granite massif
and one of the largest geologic riches of the
Basque Country, is flown over by vultures,
Egyptian vultures and Ferruginous hawks,
while its forests shelter wildcats, roe deer
and wild boar.

0-200
200-400
400-600
600-800
800-1000
routes
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paragliding
climbing
recreation area
refuge
hostel
shelter
camping ground
picnic area
viewpoint
agritourism
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country house

aiako harria
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way os saint james
To discover this region as a pilgrim or as a visitor is to feel the steps that have
shaped the Way throughout history. The Way of Saint James is a well-marked
route so that the pilgrim can enjoy what he discovers as he is walking. In urban
areas, the signs are a shell and some plaques, while on the paths there are many
yellow arrows.
					
THE WAY TROUGH IRUN
The pilgrims coming from Europe who, starting from the mouth of the Bidasoa in Irun, directed their first steps
on the peninsula towards the centre of Gipuzkoa, knowing that they were entering a route of the most important
axis of communication of the north of the peninsula since the Roman era. Remains of an old Roman road and
traces of ancient shepherding paths prove that this route had a prime importance

THE WAY TROUGH HONDARRIBIA
One of the original routes of pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela. Already in the 9th and 10th centuries the
pilgrims chose this route that served as consolidated and important roads and that without a doubt were safer.
In this route co-exist the various Euskadis, maritime, agricultural, urban and rural.

How to get the Credentials
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ASOC. AMIGOS DE LOS CAMINOS DE SANTIAGO DE IRUN
Fueros, 2. Irun. 943 62 41 85 – 688 60 15 39
ASOC. AMIGOS DE LOS CAMINOS DE SANTIAGO DE GIPUZKOA
Urbieta, 2-sótano. Donostia. 943 42 72 81

Where to Stay
ALBERGUE DE PEREGRINOS: open from Hooly Week until
30 September.
Lucas de Berroa, 18-1º (20301) Irun. 943 62 41 85 / 635 74 37 74
ALBERGUE MUNICIPAL MARTINDOZENEA
Elizatxo, 18 (20302). Irun. 943 62 10 42
GOIKO ERROTA
C/Jaizubia 14, Hondarribia. 943 64 38 84

The Coastal Route

The Interior Route

The first sector runs from Kaizarra, previous fishermen’s wharf, to the

El ramal de Santiago, que va desde el Puente Internacional de Santiago

Santuario de Guadalupe (Sanctuary of Guadalupe), going through

hasta la plaza San Juan Harria, es uno de los pasos que tiene el peregri-

the historical quarter (5,000m). The second sector is a path that runs

no para acceder a tierras irunesas desde Lapurdi. También se puede ac-

through Jaizkibel, from Guadalupe to the historical quarter of Lezo

ceder desde Behobia (1.550m).El Camino Real se puede recorrer tanto

(8,500m).

desde el barrio Behobia hasta la plaza San Juan Harria (2.850m) como

Hondarribia- km 0

We start at the wharf of Kaizarra and continue along the street Santiago towards the historical quarter. We reach the Plaza de Armas, where
the Castillo Carlos V (Charles V Castle) is located. Go down Calle Mayor
towards Puerta de Santa María (Santa Maria Gate) and go to the Ermita
de Santa Engrazia (Santa Engrazia Hermitage). To the right, some stairs
go up to a paved road that will get us closer to the Ermita de Santiagotxo (Santiagotxo Hermitage), point where the Coastal Route and
the Interior Route, which comes from Irun, converge. In the surroundings of the hermitage, we find the recently restored Molino de Goikoerrota (Goikoerrota Mill). We begin the climb of Mount Jaizkibel. Soon
we turn right and then left, down the road that takes to the GI-3440.
After passing a farmhouse, we continue on the cement road that goes
by some water tanks. We go to the right on the fork and just before
reaching the Txominenea farmhouse, there are some stairs that will
take us to the Ermita Santa Bárbara (Santa Barbara Hermitage), and
further up, to the Santuario de Guadalupe (Sanctuary of Guadalupe).

Guadalupe. Km 5,1

We take the forest path that starts at the sanctuary and turns left to
go around the south side of mount Jaizkibel. At that point we must
take the path that runs up the crest line and that climbing up joins the
ancient towers of Erra-muz and Sta. Bárbara until it reaches the high
top of Jaizkibel, where the ruins of the ancient castle of San Enrique are
located. After enjoying the spectacular vistas that surrounds, we follow
a path that runs along the crest and that slowly descends in order to
take us to a pass, after going by another two towers. Here we leave
the crest line and to the left take the road that, after crossing a path,
descends to the Olazar farmhouse. From there, a cement road takes us
to the historical quarter of Lezo.

desde esta plaza hasta el barrio Elizalde de Oiartzun (5.000m).

Puente de Santiago (Santiago Bridge). Km 0

We start at the Santiago bridge over the Bidasoa river, where the Ficoba fair is located, we take the Paseo Real Unión that directs us to
Calle Santiago. From here, we head to the Church of Juncal. Finally, we
climb to the Plaza San Juan Harria, located in front of the municipal
consistory. We can also reach this place from Behobia.

Irun. Km 1,5

We continue along Paseo Colón from which starts the junction that
connects with the Coastal route in Hondarribia. This phase passes
through Irun until it reaches the Landetxa-Ventas quarter. Just before
reaching the pilgrim hostel, we go up Calle Belitz and cross the bridge
over the highway, and then take a descending turn to the right. Once
we pass the Altzubide farmhouses, we continue along an irrigation
channel until we reach the next crossing, where to the left we ford the
channel. We keep going until reaching a farmhouse where we take a
road that takes us to the GI-3451, which we will walk down until reaching the next crossing. On a cement road we go up a hill, a crossroad.
to keep going straight until getting to the GI- 2134, where the Gurutze
quarter is located.
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way of saint james

the bay route
The Bay route gives value to all the aspects that bring together the towns of
Irun, Hondarribia and Hendaia, and appreciates its own independent and renown
environment. This road informs about our history, relations, heritage and common culture that joins us, and this way we create a common identity, and we
achieve a more global view of our bay. The bay route, along 14 km of road, allows
us to travel along the Bidasoa from Chateau D’Abbadie in Hendaya to the Faro
de Higer (Higer lighthouse) in Hondarribia, bordering the beach, the bay, the
river, crossing Roman Irun, the marshes, the medieval quarter of Hondarribia and
the port.

Step by step. Point by point.
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The road has signs that show the way to go in that act of exploring
that takes us through time and displays surroundings and landscapes
yet to be discovered:
There are 5 entrance doors that inform about the existence of the
route, 49 interpretation signs, 10 loop signs, that will invite us to leave
the road to discover interesting surroundings outside the marked
path,19 descriptive signs and 50 direction signs.
Along the route the signs coexist in harmony inviting us to discover
our surroundings.

hondarribia
hendaye

bay route
presentation panels

irun

interpretation panels
alternative roads
decorative panels

the bay route
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live traditions

The dense historical and cultural past has been the seed of many traditions and rituals, which Irun and Hondarribia carefully maintain, without letting the centuries alter their identity. Among these events, the Holy Week Procession of Hondarribia stands out,
which has been celebrated since the 17th century and the Alarde de Armas (Arms Parade) of Irun (30 June), which commemorates
since 1522 the victory of the battle of San Marcial. In the ceremony of Kutxa Entrega (25 July), the fishermen from Hondarribia,
whose association is one of the oldest institutions in the world (14th century), march with old documents about the annual catches,
carried by a woman in a large chest placed on her head. The Alarde de Armas of Hondarribia (8 September) recalls since 1638 the
liberation of Hondarribia after weeks of siege by the French army.

festivities

traditions and rituals
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During Holy Week, one of the
most traditional Processions
of Gipuzkoa is celebrated on
Good Friday in Hondarribia.
The procession covers the
streets of the ancient quarter of Hondarribia, fervently
maintaining the tradition. On
Easter Monday there is a procession next to Guadalupe. .

.

In the Bidasoa region, the most spectacular alardes (arms parades) of Gipuzkoa are conserved. On 30 June, thousands of
citizens of Irun shoot rounds into the air in honour of San Marcial. The citizens of Hondarribia do the same on 8 September in
honour of the Virgin of Guadalupe.
In compliance with the vow made by the inhabitants of Hondarribia and Irun, every year they each celebrate the festivities
for their patron saints in memory of the military feat. This way,
they give thanks for the favour achieved and for the battle
won against the French with a civil-religious procession called
Alarde, in a folkloric setting.

On the festivity of La Kutxa
of Hondarribia, the fishermen’s patron saints and officials march from the Marina
quarter to the parish church,
to take possession of their
letters of appointment and
form the Junta de la Cofradía
(board of the association). In
this festivity, a young fisherman’s daughter carries a box
with ancient documents.

The first Sunday of August
is when Irun celebrates
the Euskal Jira, where the
“guards” or carriages with
folkloric motifs cover this
festivity of Irun with a pronounced Basque flavour. In
these festivities, the Basque
dances bring us closer to the
distant lifestyle and values.
There are also bertsolaris
(singers of musical verses) to
be found.

cultural and sporting events
HONDARRIBIA

Holy Week Procession .................................................. March/April
Bicycle Tour of the Bidasoa .......................................... May
Blues Festival ................................................................ July
Day of La Kutxa ............................................................. 25 July
Fishing boat Race ......................................................... August
“Herri Giroa” Rural Sports ............................................ August
Day of the Virgin of Guadalupe “Alarde” ...................... 8 September
Rural Sports .................................................................. 11 September

IRUN

Bicycle Tour of the Bidasoa .......................................... May
San Marcial Day ........................................................... 30 June
“Luis Mariano” International Singing Contest .............. July (C.C.Amaia)
Rural Sports .................................................................. 1 July (Pl.Urdanibia)
Euskal Jira ..................................................................... 1st Saturday of August
Young Theatre Show .................................................... October/November (C.C.A)
Young Cinema and Video Contest ................................ December

markets and fairs
HONDAHONDARRIBIA

Art and Second hand Fair/Puerto Deportivo...... 1st and 2nd Sunday of the month
Market Hondarribia /Alameda .................................................... every wednesdays
Market Hondarribia /Marina........................................... every saturdays (summer)
Medieval Market .............................................................................................. July
“Herri Giroa” Craftwork Fair/Artesanía .......................................................... August
Livestock Fair/Alameda ............................................................. 11 September
Santo Tomás Fair ....................................................................... 21 December

IRUN

Market/Pl.Urdanibia .................................................................................. Saturday
Art Fair .............................................................................. 3rd Sunday of the month
Book Week/Pl.Ensanche .................................................................................. April
Livestock Fair/Pl.Urdanibia ............................................................................. 1 July
Santo Tomás Fair ................................................................................. 21 December

events, markets and fairs
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shopping
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commercial hours:
09:00-10:00/13:00-13:30
16:00-16:30/19:00-20:00
MAIN COMMERCIAL AREAS
In Hondarribia the Marina quarter, Puerto Deportivo
(Sporting Port) andHistorical Quarter.
In Irun Colón, Pio XII and San Miguel areas.

The region is also an ideal destination for incentive trips, company meetings and small work gatherings. It is equipped with
the most modern infrastructures for the celebration of any kind of event and has many rooms in hotels and the specially
conditioned space that FICOBA offers, located in the centre of Irun. Combining work with the cultural visits or practicing
activities outdoors can be an unforgettable option in a region with a varied hotel offer, a high quality gastronomy and
proximity to interesting tourist enclaves. Besides modern and ready accommodations, practically every hotel has rooms
and sufficient space for meetings of small and medium-sized companies that wish to find a perfect balance between leisure
and work. The region stands out because of its proximity to cities such as San Sebastián or Biarritz and its proximity with
the neighbouring towns of Navarra. The airport of Hondarribia-San Sebastián, the motorways, the dual carriageways and
railroad connection and the bus bring the region closer to the rest of Spain and Europe.

business destination

work and leisure
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tourism services
The tranquillity offered by Irun and Hondarribia is complemented with a wide offer of leisure and sporting activities. The possibility
of practicing surf, diving, paragliding, hiking, horseback riding, golf, flying,… are spread out throughout the region and it is set in a
natural environment integrated by the Txingudi bay. The convergence of sea, river and mountain make our region an ideal place
to practice various sports.

choose your activity
aquatic
activities
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SPORTING PORT OF HONDARRIBIA
Tel. (0034) 943 64 17 11
WINDSURF
Nautical Club of Hondarribia
Tel. 943 64 27 88
SURF
Central Surf
Tel. 943 62 22 16
UHINGAIN
Tel. 666 54 12 32
620 94 44 54
SAILING
Nautical Club of Hondarribi
Tel. 943 64 27 88
NAVEGAVELA (sailing school)
Tel. 610 40 55 54
648 18 30 37
CANOEING AND ROWING
Santiagotarrak (Irun)
Tel. 943 63 20 56
CLUB DE REMO HONDARRIBIA
Tel. 943 64 01 61
NAUTICAL ACTIVITIES
Estatxa
Tel. 629 07 09 36
CATAMARAN HIGER (marine services)
Tel. 639 61 78 98
HONDARRIBIA SUP ESKOLA
Tel. 615 76 99 44

underwater
activities
HONDARRIBIA DIVING		
Tel. 609 41 91 14
943 10 06 09

aerial tourism

HANG GLIDING AND PARAGLIDING
Centro de Vuelo Bidasoa
Tel. 609 45 95 95
TOURISTIC FLIGHTS
EASO FLYERS
Tel. 943 64 42 52
649 80 91 05

sport centers
ARTALEKU
Irun
Tel. 943 50 57 50
AZKEN PORTU
Irun
Tel. 943 50 57 80
HONDARTZA
Hondarribia
Tel. 943 64 71 37

museums
OIASSO
943 63 93 53
MARIPOSAS
943 62 09 93
MENCHU GAL ART GALLERY
943 50 54 30
MOLINO GOIKOERROTA
943 64 38 84
ARMA PLAZA
943 64 36 77

active tourism
and
nature activities

CAPITÁN TXIMISTA
Tel. 943 64 48 34
699 95 62 58

excursions and
guided visits
HONDARRIBIA TOURS
Tel. 943 64 54 35
JOLASKI
Tel. 943 61 64 47
639 61 78 98
MAREI stewardesses
Tel. 648 05 30 055
AIRPORT
Guided tours (Groups)
Tel. 943 66 85 00
ROMAN TRAIN
Tel. 43 63 93 53
Archaeological route throught the Roman
city of Oiasso: urbanism and necropolis.

other sports

EQUESTRIAN SPORTS
Club Hípico Jaizubia
Tel. 943 61 90 15
OLYMPIC ARCHERY
Club San Marcial Irun
Tel. 943 62 63 84
GOLF
Club de Golf
Monday to Friday (weekends just staff)
Tel. 943 61 68 45
TENNIS
Club de tennis Txingudi
Tel. 943 63 84 05

taxi
Radio Taxi Bidasoa
www.radiotaxibidasoa.com

car rental
943 63 33 03

buses
Lurralde Bus	
www.lurraldebus.net

train

943 00 01 16

ATESA
EUROPCAR
HERTZ
AVIS
LEGASA

Aéroport
Aéroport
Aéroport
Aéroport
Lope de Irigoyen,9

943 64 02 14
943 66 85 30
943 66 85 66
943 66 85 48
943 61 28 66/99

hondarribia-hendaya boat

JOLASKI		
Renfe		
		
c/Estación
943 64 96 37
902 24 02 02
parking
Eusko Tren
Parking lots in Irun
Paseo de Colón
943 61 76 33
PºColón /Luis Mariano
902 54 32 10
Mendibil Commercial Center
Renfe Station		
san sebastián-hondarribia airport
Ficoba		
Information Aena
(0034) 943 66 85 00
Pio XII		
San Juan		
Parking lots in Hondarribia
Venta/Beach/Port/Old quarter

639 61 78 98
943 61 64 47

943 62 21 95
943 63 83 94
943 64 97 87
943 66 77 88
943 61 59 26
943 63 64 65

transportation
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ON-LINE TOURISM RESERVATIONS
Tel. 902 443 442
www.reservasguipuzcoa.com

www.bidasoaturismo.com
www.visithondarribiairun.com
Tel. 943 64 54 58

